
Strata 360
Workstation



Making the workplace work.

Strata 360 is a premium round leg desking solution that
elevates and supports people of Australian businesses every
day. This workstation system is our bread and butter,
constantly improving the design over the years to become a
market leader.

Its cylindrical frame design aesthetically offers class, but it’s
what’s inside that really sets Strata 360 apart – with
advanced actuator electrics that guarantee smooth,
seamless operation and long-lasting value.

A fusion of European technology, Australian quality, and
modern flair, Strata 360 makes workplace design and
strategy work.



Features

AFRDI Certified
Compatible with all Burgtec Screens
Available in Linear, Corner, and Back-to-Back configurations
Cable management / softwiring options available
Fixed Height: 720mmH (includes 25mm top)
Electric Height Range: 610 – 1260mmH (includes 25mm top)
Round leg design
Integrated Bluetooth and Mobile app
Double tap activation to avoid accidental height adjustment

Finishes

Worktops: Select from Burgtec house laminates range (Contrast edging available)
Frames: Select from Burgtec house metal coatings range
Screens: Select from Burgtec house fabrics / acoustics or fabric of your choice

https://burgtec.com/categories/screens/


Connect your Strata 360 Desk to your iOS/Android mobile device, or
desktop PC with the Desk Control™ App. Auto-connect, receive
motivational notifications, and access statistics to help utilise your desk’s
adjustment function more actively – and ultimately improve work habits.

Desk Control™ App

Movement by electric actuator technology.

LINAK® produces electric linear actuator solutions to create smooth movement in a variety
of applications. From healthcare to agriculture, comfort furniture, office interiors, or
industrial automation.

Partnering with LINAK® Australia has brought about Strata 360 - our most advanced
workstation system to date. A fusion of European technology, Australian quality and modern
flair brings a fresh take on office desking to the industry, without compromising on lead-time
and cost. 

DPG Control

Strata 360 Workstations feature LINAK® Desk
Panel Controls with Bluetooth® wireless
technology, memory and reminder functions. 
As intuitive as they are contemporary, the DPG
Controls operate by simply tapping up or down to
drive the desk, and can store four favourite
positions for efficient and effortless use. The
integrated LED strip flashes at optimal intervals to
remind users to change positions.
Featuring a minimal, discreet profile with a glossy
surface and an integrated display to ensure a
clean and modern design. 

By downloading the LINAK® Desk Control™ App,
desk users come one step closer to changing their
prolonged and often unhealthy sitting behaviour.
Once the app is installed, friendly reminders will
help the user to change position frequently, while
on-the-fly statistics show daily achievements.
As well as adjusting desk height, the user can also
store favourite positions in the app, thus improving
ergonomics by using the optimal work heights –
whether sitting or standing.

https://www.linak.com.au/business-areas/
https://apps.apple.com/app/desk-control/id1203254365
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Cable Management

DESK TO TRAY RETICULATION

HORIZONTAL RETICULATION

VERTICAL RETICULATION

CABLE SOCK

STANDARD CABLE TRAY BASIC CABLE BASKET

POWER POLE UMBILICAL



Warranty Information
Strata 360 Workstations offer 10 Year Warranty. Burgtec promises the
original purchaser, at our option, to repair or replace any of the said
product or component thereof, subject to normal commercial use,
that is defective in material or workmanship for the time period offered
on the product from date of purchase. To view the full warranty
statement for Strata 360 please go to burgtec.com/strata-360.

Laminate Surfaces

Chrome, Anodised, Polished or
Powdercoated Metal Surfaces

Clean with a damp, soft cloth or sponge using lukewarm water.
Neutral diluted detergent may also be used with lukewarm water.
Strong detergents which contain bleach, acid or have an abrasive
effect (such as scouring creams) should be avoided.

Clean with a damp, soft cloth or sponge using lukewarm soapy
water. Strong detergents which contain bleach, acid or have an
abrasive effect (such as scouring creams) should be avoided.
Sponges and scourers made from synthetic fibres or metal which
may leave permanent scratches on the surfaces should also be
avoided. Ensure product is dried with clean fibre- free cloth after
washing. 

Care and Maintenance
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